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PAT'S AND HAHDY' S WOMEN
',7Q?.rBN IN HARDY' S HOVELS
A. Importance of <»omen
.Vomen play a far more important part In rrhomas ^ardy's novels
than men. Of his fourteen novels eight have a woman as the chief
character, four have men and women of equal importance, nnd two
have a man as the outstanding personality. '-Lionel Johnson srys,
"Hardy's ferbility of imagination is greatest when the fortunes of
a woman's soul are his study.' 1 His imagination sterns to be "better
suited to the creation of feminine than masculine character.
B. Women illustrate Hardy's theories of fate
.Vomen are the subjects of special catastrophe. Their souls
are exposed to awful te3ts and they are oft<-n pitilessly driven to
destruction even though thev are not bad. ?>equent ly they are
sinister agents in the story out that is not their fault, it is
their fahe. Men are naturally oad and frequently cause the suffering
of v/omen yet with the exception of Jude, Henchard, and clym their
lot is never so hard.
As women rather than men are the medium ill ustracing Hardy's
theories, by a twisting in prospective he presents them nr the
victims of a mercilens fate; as a result, men are seen in a false
glitter; they escape the tragic experience:', of women merely because
"
T ard.7 la not interested in them.
C. Hardy's understanding of women
In spite of the suffering to which his wo™en are subiectdd,
Hardy 3hows infinite understanding, compassion, and tenderness
t»Johnson, Lionel, Hit Art of Thomas Hardy
•
toward the*. He grieves with all who are driven out into the storms
of life; he is sensitive to human sorrow and weeps with Tess, in
fact, her sorrows wring his heart. To all the tragedies of life
he brings a tender, delicate pity. Tie treats life personally and
never razes on as a spectator. *As Beardsley Brash says "He does
not know how to free his prisoners, but he enters the darkness of
bondage with them and wears their chains . " Only a man with a great
heart could have written so tenderly of Mrs. Yoebright's anguish, of
Giles «<interborne» s death, and of Marty South »s sorrow, which touch-
es sublimity. Unless we realize Hardy's great compassion, we shall
never rightly understand his most "stormy protests" which rose out
of a heart overflowing with deep pity.
D. His pavers of characterization
Hardy's comprehension and understanding of women is remarkable;
his characterization of them is vivid and real. He has selected
from average humanity women intensely interesting and adventurous,
r r. Duffin, says, "He has shown that among the commonplace are men
and women with souls like Gothic Cathedrals—places of endless wonder
2
and mystery and beauty"' .veil as he knows human nature, it it
female personality that he has best depicted, and in the case of
t o women, Eustacia and Tess, he has risen to the heights of his
power in presenting the tragedy of their souls.
His estimate of woman is high. He is aware of her possibilities
but also of the great gulf lying between her possibilit ies and her
actual achievement of them. His pictures of woman's foolishness
arise out of a spirit of deep grief because of her failure to reach
* Thomas Hardy, London Quarterly Keview, April, 1928— Beardsley Srash
2 Thomas aardy, A Study of Wessax A*ovols— ^.H. Duff in, page 70

the goal she is capable of attaining* He realizes that woman fails
on account of folly and ignorance of her worth. Tess is an example
of the best, and the novelist shows her falling from these causes
and then lashes her "in a fierce hope that they (women) will shrink
from the lashes and profit. Instead of which they cry 'Poor Tessl
Brute Hardyt 1 and learn no lesson."* Although ^Q shows what fail-
ures women make, he never loses hope for them.
Hardy's method of chat»atcrization is purging by pity and
terror; as a result he portrays with special vividness women of
strong passion. He understands them and his sympathy for them is
great. Qustacla, the most passionate of all his women, he delin-
eates with a grandeur and a power which has no equal. He sees be-
neath the external the motives for her action, and, as a result, we
do not condemn but pity her and suffer with her. Again he presents
some with desires and passions starved as Marty South and Elizabeth
Jane •
E» His women universals— not types
Although the novelist deals with unimportant women in a re-
mote district, they are not types but universal s. They have charac-
teristics of individuals but the center of each is universal.
They have elemental material which belongs to all people in all
places and at all times. Although many of his women have charac-
teristics in common, Hardy's powers of differentiation are great
and each stands out as an individual different from the other,
differences in degrees of impulsiveness also make Hardy's heroines
individual. He Plves us women of passion, petulance, and perversity
« Thomas tiardy, A °tudy of -essex A*ovels— O.h. Duffin, page 79
%
anl in contrast to those others of reticence, patience, and re-
straint. The violent natures are always revolting; the quiet ones
are more refined and suffer in silence,
p. Qualities of Hardy's .omen
Their resemblances are marked. Most of them are clever,
practical, vivacious, charming, and dignified; they are seductive;
they seldom marry the right man; they are lacking in balance; they
have individual and egoistic instincts in a reaction with circum-
stance. They are sometimes unmoral but never bad for they have an
instinctive elemental purity of nature. Even Eustacia is not impure
but she errs by caprice. Most women have no souls; they are not
concerned with morals; they have some principle of conduct but their
obedience to it is unreasoned and involuntary; they are instinct
led. liVomen are not the moral forces to balance men for with men
lies the moral strength.
All Hardy's women are passionate. They feel the powers of sex,
the will to produce life moves them, and so they play with men.
Their capriciousness is their obedience to this emotional impulse.
The sexual attraction forms the chief motive in Hardy's tragedy, in
fact, the problems of the love instinct are almost an obsession with
him. Troubles arising from ttiis cause are constant. Reserves
often hinder but do not control the love instinct in women of in-
tellect. Sue and Ethelberta are the only two who could be called
distinctly intellectual although most of hardy's women have brains.
They are, however, usually led by their emotions rather than by
their intellect.
They are lovers of pleasure, and the happiness of the moment
blinds them to the disasters of the future. They desire intensity
of experience in the present rather than future satisfaction. As

a result, thou*? its of death scarcely occur to women, and the pa-
thos Is all the deeper when they die as in the case of ^lfride
Swancourt, Teas, and Mis a Aldclyffe. Yet when misfortune and
sorrow come to them, they bear it with a silent stdeism and ar
endurance which is surprising considering how simple and weak
some are. Ahia quality is greatest in Tess and wi&rty South.
Insincerity often brings misunderstanding among men and women.
So ^ustacia fail»--she cannot act to avoid mistake and she can-
not face the consequence of her error. Sometimes woman recoils from
her purpose. Hlfride has made up her mind to tell Knight of her
relations with Smith but she cannot bring herself to do it. Tess,
in the same way, recoilfl from telling Clara of Alec. They are also
often unable to succeed in their chosen field. Bathsheba determines
to manage her estate alone, but fails. Ethelberta also fails in
her desired enterprise. Some heroines prove disasterous to their
lovers but usually the women suffer intensely because of their
lover's or husband's cruelty, injustice, or selfishness.
Such are the general qualities of Hardy's women. Before we
can study representative heroines and the way Pate deals with them,
we must consider somewhat the novelist's attitude toward life and
some general characteristics of his tragedies.
Other gharacterist ics of Hardy' s Tragic Novels
A. Religious and philosophic views
Hardy's religious views are atheistic and pessimistic. A
blind, supernatural force with no moral characteristics controls
destinies. Human effort is futile because a relentless Pate is
beyond man's control. Mis is a philosophy of determinism for there
is no freedom of the will and all acts of seeming volition are re-
ferred to a law of necessity. Destiny or the destroying power is
not merely external; the main tendency which characters must obey

eventually exhibits itself in the characters themselves as well
as externally- wiey have some weakness, disability* or instinct
which inevitably becomes the chance for the power of the world
finally to a33ert itself against them. Hardy's determinism re-
sults in a materialism. He suggests a power bullying mortals, but
there is no suggestion that this power may only hold our mortal
body* A determinism that continued beyond the grave would be
horrible to contemplate, yet a determinism that only expresses
itself in cruelty leads to dispair if there is no thought of •
future rectification. In some of his novels, the author inclines
to the idea that the rods who control human destinies are con-
sciously cruel or asl ep or neglectful • In Tes3 of the p'TTrber-
villas he aslrs where providence is that Tess is made to suffer so.
B. Coincidence, chance happening, nnd other strange devices-
''ardy's use of coincidence is in accordance with his theories
of determinism. There is an internal and external compulsion in .
the novelist's Dlots and the external frequently takes the form of
coincidence, Chance happenings , an I other strange devices.
nor/ever, these never seem forced or incredible and can always
be explained. Smith and ^night each going independently to claim
Ifrlde jonrd the same train on which is her coffin. Knight ttdWf
love to ilfride on the same rocks on which Smith proposed to her
and there she discovers her lost earring and so Knight learns of
her previous affair. Jude, at the inn dreaming of a pure, ascetic
life, looks up and discovers Arabella bebind the bar. There is not
a novel in which Hardy does not use this method excessively. Some-
times a slight coincidence has any lisns'nc"»ous roruVr.s • because
Fanny Robin ^oec to the wrong cnur»ch, a series of mis.'ortunes
follows
,
%
Chance hapnenings which are not exactly coincidental also
happen to alter events* Twice in Teas of tVio pMTrbervllles they
bring about a crisis. "he slaying of Prince by the nail von is
the cause of Tess's introduction to Alec. The letter Tess writes
to "lore r?oes under the carpet, thus causing the terrible scene
of the revelation on the wedding night. mischance berins ' rrs.
Yoebright » s sufferlng
•
In Tens of t- e D< Urberville3 an appalling effect is obtained
in a simple and natural way. The stranger pointing "Thy damnation
slumbereth not" puts a comma between each word as if to rive time
to drive the meaning home. A grim picture of cuporst it ion Is seen
in The lieturn of the Native when .Susan llunsueh, with o wax image
pierced with pins, a hot fire, and The uord*s Prryer repeated
bnc 1 "wards, tries to bring evil on 'Ustacla»
C. Attitude to Life
"
Tardyj preoccupied with the graver issues, presents life as it
is without any perception of its possibilities, so his view is
pessimistic. • Ha never sees a future state, for aceordlne? to him
human creatures are not related to Infinity, liot ono of h!s
characters ever looks beyond earth or ir, co -i'ortod bT any thought
of the future. "lllia^ Lyon Phelps says, "If a church member
had the same respect for Hardy* s opinions as he has for his art, he
would instantly be obliged to give up his church, religion, Hod,
hope and faith in this life or the next."
L. Humana helpless sports of circumstance
Life is a futile strurrle between will and destiny. 7 en and
women are the helpless sports of circumstance falling into tragedies
shaped for them by some force • hich is usually indifferent to their
*New York Times, Feb. 4, 1920
*
misery or happiness • The tragedy of Hardy's novels is the resistance
to necessity or destiny. A laudable desire is doomed to be futile,
but we enjoy the brave assertion of the desire. There are only a
few bri/rht spots in the great tragedy of existence • * Life is
hard, unhappy, and, worts of all, a vain, mocking thing because of
the spirit of the ironic Immortals.
2. Depicts life as he s es it
Hardy is honest in his depiction of life for the irony and
tragedy of his 3tories is the irony and tragedy which he has found
In life, Although he has little hope for humanity and little faith
in it, he has infinite compassion and a heart that crie3 out in
its angui3h and pity for the victims of Fate. His pessimism is
caused by his great sympathy for human beings.
3. novelist often in revolt
The novelist never suF^ests a placid nccoptance of the ills of
life; ho is often in revolt, taking sides with humanity am Inst the
Olympians. He ha3 never talc en away the belief in the usefulness of
f-e human strurcile, in fact throughout his novels there are many
utterances sympathetic with the reforming spirit. Tess is a
challenge to the world to revise a cruel social code.
4. Offers no consolation for ills of life
Hardy o. fers no false consolation for the ills of life. He
has no philosophy of suffering. It is not a process whereby the
soul i3 hammered into shape. Kather than a consolation ha urges
a determination to look at the worst as well as the best, to "ake
tie most of what is riven and not grumble, to be gentle to each
other since j/rto Is so harsh } aid bo^he moderate In our claims of
life.
ft
5. Shows the beauty and Interest in life
The novelist's reflections on life are not gay, yet they are
not dispirit in- . ".'iss I£acdon£ll" says, "The only really dispirit-
ing thing in the world is cynicism and though satire and bitter
Irony ar3 frequent with n*« Hardy, of cynicism he utters not a
v;ord« The tragic, his deepest note, is furthest of all from fcho
cynical, for it recognizes in the fragile, battered thing called
life the stirrings and impulses of greatness. Life is not little.,
nor cheac, nor easily found out, and its path is lined with in-
terest • " Hardy has shown that life is strong enough in interest
to make it worth living and that it is full of beauty as well as
Interest* So although he has spoken almost exclusively of the
sadness of life, 'by proving the interest and beauty of the world,
he has taken the worst part of the curse away.
G. Optirisn shown in nobility of human nature
A ray of optimism is also seen in the nobility of huv'an nature
and the greatness of the soul, now grandly do they suffer and what
heroisms they showl r 'r. 'onrdsley Brash says that Hardy shows a
love which unfolds a great optl Ism. !He trnows love that »hopeth
all things, heareth all things, believeth all things', ^or Hardy
writes of lovers who look on tempests and are never shaken, who love
on dlsplte the 3 ins and follies of the beloved and reveal a love
that never faileth."
D» Irony of ?ate
Hardy's Thole doctrine is built on the irony of Pate, and
^i.e " a- -or of gag !;erbrldge , Tho Return of the Native , and JUde the
Obscure are special studies of this doctrine.
* Macdonnell, Annie, Thomas -ardy p. ^12
1 The London Quarterly review, *pril, 1903

' e greatest irony is that the human will thinking itself free is
bound* The novelist seems to he governed by one law which is that
the desirable shall osvar happen, t?ie undesorvable and unexpected
always* For this reason he may not be true to Ufa but he is
truer than the sentimentalist who always has a happy ending, thus
contradicting the basic fact3 of life.
A3 Viyette lies dead in Swithlfl 1 s arms, he looks around and
sees Tabitha Lark. *hy should she be there? This Is Hardy's art
with delicate suggestions of irony. wo pa a think that Ifrude
died loyal to them and discover on her tomb that she was the wife
of Lord Luxellian. The same ironic spirit speaks the terrible
closing lines in Tess of the p'Urberviiles » Fate play3 nany other
jests. Clym writes asking -histacia to return, but hi3 letter is a
few minuter too late. Swithin* on his way home after mailing his
manuscripts, buys a magazine in which he finds his discovery has
been made by another.
E. Mature
There is something distinctly pa<?an in Hardy's view of nature
and his superstitions about places, things, and persons* He pre-
sents the grandeur and awe of the region a nd venerates its dead.
An QXamplo of this Is found in T'.e "avor of Cnsterbrldge when the
novelist describes the ampitheater and its surroundings. lie shows
the glory of antiquity and the richness of inheritance. Nothing
passes into nothingness is his teaching*
We cannot -read many of 'lardy 1 s novels without noticing the
•elation between nature and man. In all the novels except Jude
^'he Obscure nature la a tremendous force more than a mere back-
ground for human action. It is a personality now aiding, now at
war with human beings. ttcmetimea it is a fellow sufferer with
man, again the novelist is impressed with its cruel^" but most
•
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frequently he speaks of lbs beauty. The scenery Is essential to the
understanding of such characters as ^iles 'vVinteborne and ?.?arty South
uDivorced from the scenery they are weak and meaningless; moving in
lb, they are so much a part of it that thoy express its primeval
grandeur. Bgdon Heath is more than a background for The Return
of the Natlye i it is a "brooding shaping presence ,; >:* affect lag
each personality. Again nature speaks through characters like I.Trs*
"oebright, Clym, and Eustacia who are elemental by perfect unison
with it. Egdon Heath often enhances ordinary people like Eustacia.
On occasions, the heath stands out a s impassive and enduring amid
the tragedy that is enacted on it. In Two on a Toner the position
of Egdon Heath is taken by the heavens. Often the setting is har-
monized with the event that takes place on it. Bathsheba bewildered
distracted, nob knowing what to do tells Oak of her troubles during
a violent thunder storm. ",arty south, always attuned to voices of
nature, sick and broken hearted, holding the pine trees as Giieu
plants them, calls attention to the way they sigh as soon as they are
set up, aiding that she thinks this means they do nob want to
live. The storm on the heath, as Eustacia leaves home for the last
time, coincides with, and makes more forceful, the conflict within
her own soul.
III. i< inor Characters
Besides bhe outstanding heroines of Hardy 1 s novels which are to
be discussed at length, there are numerous women of minor importance
some of whom in • less extensive way Illustrate the novelist's
"akers of English Fiction— ... J. Dawson, page £18
•«Ni Makers of English Fictioa—W. J. Dawson, page 219
t
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theories of fate and others who arc means of throwing into promi-
nence more important figures in the story. Some like Elisabeth
De Stancy in The Laodocean or Picotee in The Hand of Ethelberta
appear only a few times in the course of the novel, yot their
presence and influence are felt throughout, helping, protecting,
or even developing the main character; others li'^e :."rs. ..'harmond
are the cause of harm and suffering In ever:/- novel are also
groups of country folk,^ man;/ of whom are women who, as Monel
Johnson says act as a "Greek chorus with its leisurely appropriate
utterances sometimes full of exasperating sobriety* They stand
about the two or three passionate souls in travel and make "gro-
tesque, stolid, or pathetic, commentaries". Examples of this are
the dairy maids in Teas of the D*Urberville3 of whom Lizzy ow-
berry stands out for her great loyalty to her friend, also the
villagers in The ayor of Casterbrldge and ' e ..a,.,.. L *
hm Felice Charoond
Felice (feuunotud, & passionate, scheming, selfish woman of
wealth and position tries to dominate all who come in contact with
her. Inconsiderate of anyone, deserving only the gratification of
her own pleasure, she, at the beginning of the sbory, { 1 o ood-
lanlera ) causes unhapplnass by forcing '.'arty to sell her beautiful
hair; later she brings misery and degradation to Grace by enticing
her husband.
B. Picotee
Picotee, the emotional, simple young sister of Ethelberta is
so over3hadO';;ed and ruled by her domineering sister that her mind
is hardly her own. She, used to hard work, humiliation, and dis-
appointment, schools herself to hear all unmurmuringly and devotes
herself to promote Jthelberta's plans.
* Lionel Johnson, pnre 134-5
*(
C. A.in Sarland
Another somewhat Indistinct character is Ann Garland in The
^rumpet "."a,lor . Attractive, vacillating, ignorant of human nature,
she i3 hardly typical of the novelist's heroines. About the only
thing one can remember about her Is her indicision. She serves
as a background to portray the unselfishness of John Loveday and
the 'eahness anrl irresolution of Bob, his father. The story is
laid during the tense, anxious days of the Napoleonic wars whan the
dread of a sudden Invasion hangs over the citizens of the quiet
village. Due to this and other causes Ann encounters some exciting
experiences, yet she is little changed or affected by the obstacles
and experiences which destiny throws In her way., for she has no
outstanding characteristics in conflict with Pate. Simple 3 im-
passive, and undecided she remains in her attitude to the three
lo^7ers who pursue her, she hardly knows her own mind enourh to de-
termine which one she loves best and when she once makes up her mind
to love one, she is easily directed by a slight change in circum-
stance to love another.
D. Paula Powers
Paula Powers, the heroine of The Laodocean is not so clearly
characterised as most of ilardy's v/omen; In fact ihe forma only a
flimsy background for revealing the character of the two men who fall
In love with her. The few glimpses we have of Paula depict her a
charming, efficient, clever rirl with much poise, dignity, and in-
dep ndence, who has fallen heir to an old ruined castle. Intensely
Interested In antiquity,her sole motive until she falls in love
with Somerset is to restore these ruins. The curious Intermingling
of modern with ancient which runs through the story runs through
her nature. She does not love De Stancy but she loves the ancisnt
llneare of his fa ily and tries to doc id© whether *° roarry him for
i
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th is or the one /horn she really loves. After she determines upon the
latter course, she meets constant opposition in her plans for
marrying as she does in her plans to restore her castle. She
finally marries Somerset, and later her castle burns, thus ruining
her dreams and hopes. lier regret and disappointment aro revealed
In the ironic remark she makes to her husband at the end of the novel.
fl wish my castle wasn't burnt and I wi3h you were a Je Stancy." By
allowing her at first to be happy and to have her plans work out,
Pate Increases her final misery.
E. Fancy Day
Fancy Day, the country heroine of Under teg Oreenwoo%l . ree
ia a study of feminine Indecision* , elf-con' ©red, shallow, s ..Irish,
and heartless , she is, nevertheless, perilously abtrccbive, and
three men fall desperately in love with her. There is an undertone
of bitterness in the portrayal of the indecision and decent iveneso
of this winsome woman. She craves masculine admiration and is
willing to sacrifice her position, her 3 elf-respect and even her
lovers to gain this.
She botroths herself to the lad with whom she is in love. The
village clergyman, unaware of this betrothal proposes to Fancy and
she accents him for the greater advantage such a marriage has to
offer. LJae then revokes thi3 decision and marries the lad who was
her first cpice. Pate does not deal harshly with her. She has
many admirers and her only difficulty seems to be to decide which
she loves best. The experiences of life do not seen to change
her character, for she is at the end of the story the same care-
free, selfish, shallow girl that she was at the beginning.
ie Laodocean, page 500
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f . Vivette oonstantine
10 story of ivotte Oonsta/itine,the heroine of fyo on a Tower,
is the ctoi'y of a deserted lady who pours her passionate love on a
youthful astronomer* *"The relentless drift of their destiny &t first
by external embarrassment making their private intimacy the ssreetor
but at last dividing them; her desperate marriage with the bishop;
her lover's return still a youth while she has agods the agony of
unlooked-for .-joy which kills her - is a theme which, for sheer
beauty of drama and character Hardy has scarcely equalled anptfaevo
else. ;:
•Ihere is seen throughout a malign fatalism that conducts
human affairs. Swlthin and Vivetto are mere puppets thwarted on
every side from realizing their goal of happiness in soite or
their passionate love, the marriage bonds, their disregard of
what others think of them* There is orony in the fact that while
keeping her promise to her jealous, cruel husband, Vlvotte first
moots Gwlt'.en. Thus fate frustrates ma^'s olaru
3. . rs* xbobririrt
"'rs . forbripht, a minor character in iThe Return of tho Native
,
so ens to ucj a special vlotln or the l*ju»tlft* aiii Uttttlty oJ fata
although she is the cause of great urihappiness to two people.
Domineering, selfisn, and jealous, ohe is unable to understand or
sT'pdt Iaq with othersand so wrecks the lives of Thomas in, her
niece, and Clym, her son. She is willing to sacrifice HuMMia
by having her marry one who has proved unwortV: v :.J. iron old tho
respectability of her family* .'.hen Clym marries "Rustacla, her
jealousy and violent temper cause a breach between herself and him
resulting in her death and his remorse an 1 anguish which i3 worse
» Lasoelles Abercrombie - Thomas ^ardy, page 58
IJ
$han death. Thomas In, sympathetic, devoted, and unselfish, althoufti
her happiness has been destroyed by her aunt, returns to forgive and
comfort her in her loneliness* In spite of the fact that Mrs*
Yocbright arings sorrow to others, she is a tragic lone 1,7 figure
upon whom iate has inflicted more misfortune and anguish than s o
deserves.
• Craes " olbury
Grace elbury, refined, cultured, passionless, is outshone
by the ru.sL-ic > sin.ple, omoti onal j.'arty South who stands out fop
profound depth of character as Grace does for shallowness. Grace
has been raised by education above her surroundings and this in-
70I ion or in tranod/; in the end, novuver, joeause or lade-
c Ition, she becomes subdued again to her natural environment.
Upon her return from the city, deciding that a union with her former
lover, Giles ?»'interhorno, will not "oofit .her social position, she
marries Fitapiers, a young doctor of education. The marriage
proves a d is appointment ,i'or her husband is not faithful. ortified
z e leaves the place of her degradation, and ifvile on her way to a
friend's in a neighboring village, she is stopped by a violent storm
at a hut which proves to be Giles'. As the storm continues, he
reives his shelter to her and stays in the open for two nights, then,
duo to exposure he becomes violently ill* Voo late Grace discovers
*-hat '"cruel propriety is killing the dearest heart that ever
woman clasped to her own" and cares for him with a dovotion un-
known to her before, but he dies. Her remorse, grief, and shame know
no bounds. uhe and *'arty go together to put flowers upon his grave
for eight months . The book closes with '.arty alone at the grave
for Grace falls to keep her appointment.
rnbo oodlanders, pnge 3 >9
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IV. Representative heroines of Hardy* s xeories 6f Pate.
A detailed cons iderat ion of the more important women in tiie
show the misery which the"purbllnd doonsters" bring particularly
to wo:' en as they manage human fate. ;iardy U3Gs women as an
artistic means of developing his theories. With few exception*
men are not the center of interest , but are a means to bring out
the women. They escape because the novelist is not interested in
thorn. Frequently men are shown in an e::ageratod perspective 30
that the women will stand out mere clearly as special victims of
Fate. Troy and Fitapiers appear in a false glitter to emphasise,
by contrast, the tragedy and misery in the lives of 3athsheba and
Grace .' lelbury.
A. "'arty south
1. characteristics
".arty South is the most strinking of all IIardy*s country girls.
Of the earth, earthy, yet she is the grandest of his sinple women.
In different environment under more favorable conditions, her
brilliancy and wit night have won her distinction and power. She
Las a Veen interest in others and trios to bring into their lives
the happiness which she is denied, because of her ignorance and
spirit of mischief, ohis interest in ©there takes a peculiar
form. ^roaliain^, bha'c 3rL-o«s ha 2 gl^er. 00 * 1 - 3 V^l 1.^;- of his
having lost his possessions, writesa poem on his house explaining
the situation] again on tiroce 1 3 bohalf s'.io writes to Fltzpierg
telling him that *'rs. Charmond^s hair is not her own. The beauty
of her character arises from her close communion with nature. The
woods and the fields are full of sad, wise voices which minister
to her in all her distresses and produce her calm, beautiful spirit.

2. Destiny o fers her solitude, mi'-lllation, and sorrowt
To such a one, Life is hard; sorrow, humiliation, and solitud
are continually her lot, but her long-suffering, sweet spirit
keeps her from being ruined by such things. ~ Ter desires and pass!
are starved; from, the beginning she endures the bitterness of unre
quited love; she loves one whom she knows intimately and ardently
admires. He, however, loves another who does not return his love.
Her nature suffers by seeing him facing discouragement, ruin, and
grief. She forsees her coming tragedy, but she faces it "ith a
stoicism and quiet acquiesce ice.
The splendor of her devotion is shown as she s ands at the
grave of Giles hinterborne. heath ca not impart her love so she
»ops vigil over bhe "'rave, and reveals the real grandure of her
nature. Standing there she touches "sublimity at points" as she
u' ters ft&r s i "pie elegy which shows the depth of her emotion.
» n But I-whenever I get up, i*ll think of *eo, and whenever I lie
down, I'll think of 'ee. henever I plant the young larches, I'll
think that none can plant as you planted. If ever I forget
your name, let me forget home and heaveni — - But no, no, my love
I never can forget »ee; for youwas a good man and did good things.
The ivoodlanders closes as b itspiers ami Grace go from the scene
with a chance, at least, of future happiness ,w lie "arty South,
at the grave of Giles is a pathetic rather than a tragic figure.
B. Miss Aldclyffe
1» Illustrates the futility of human effort
In fleaperate heredles Fate continually works out its purposo
In spite of the contrivings of humans to c'nngc Its course. The
story Illustrates how fat lie Is human effort against the strong.
#?he .oodlanders, page 354
1J
sweeping force of Destiny. Hist Aldcljrffe spends her life trying to
turn affairs to suit herself, arid every person 13 bribed or forced
to do her wish. For a brief space of time she is successful, but
suddenly at the height of her triumph, her schemes are overthrown
and what she has tried to prevent happens. Fate seems to torture
f
letting people have their way for a ti "e, i;hen suddenly it over-
throws all that they have built up and goes on its own course.
~ Tumans are so weak against the overwhelminc force of destinyl
2. ';ha.r>acteristics
;
'33 AldclJTfe is a peculiar type of woman 3 do-ineering to the
extent of tyraitty", she has the power to take everyone within her
grasp and a 1 e him do as she wills* yet she has an admirable side»
She had been wronged by a cousin 5 later she met a Mil with whom she
fell desperately in love, but her love was unselfish enough to make
her leave him because of her previous relation with her cousin, and
3:1.0 spends her life pining for him* The baby she has by her cousin
is adopted by a family by the name of ::pmston, and M3s Aldc33.ffe
contrives to have him marry Cytharea, her former lover 1 s dnurhter.
out
Shs stops at nothing in carrying Athis desired scheme* She loves
Cytherea Gray and yet is so determined to achieve her plan that she
sees her suffer intensely without being moved* She even tells her
that her lover, dward Spri -grove, is engaged to marry another,
and has him write saying ho cannot see her agn'.n. She works on
Cytherea' s love for her brother who is ill, by telling her that
help for him depends upon her marriage with ' anston.
^11 her efforts to change the drift of de3tiny yp anston and
Cytherea are futile, At the close of the story she presents a
pathetic figure as she, on her death bed, realizes her sin and the
futility of her efforts and repents for the distress and agony she
has caused Cytherea.
1
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. cytherea Gray
1. Characteristics
Probably duo to the fact that Desperate f - ~ 1 .1es is one of his
earliest novels, Hardy has not developed the character of Oytherea
as fully as he has his later heroines • ilt the opening of the story
she is a frail, sensitive, attractive, ronantic r-ivl. )'er courage
and adoptability are her most striking qualities for, although
young and Inexperienced, Bh« meets every situation with heroism and
endurance until the very end when she is weakened and crushed by
calamities
•
2m A Victi^ of many injustices
On such a one Destiny lias heaped much affliction from her
earliest youth. She sees her father killed; then she and her brother,
Owen, reduced by poverty, decide to seek their fortunes away from
the curious eyes and gossiping tongues of the neighbors in their
native town; she adverb is e-- for a position, she wa"ts for a-
reply* ^er romantic imagination pictures the kind of man she will
marry, and her picture frames itself around the young draughtsman
wibh whom her brother works and of whom he often speaks. Then
tragedies are heaped upon her. She meets Edward ...pringrove and
they both fall in love but are prevented from marrying by many
obstacles; she is forced by her scheming mistress to marry anston,
whom she hates j discovering the treachery too late; the marriage
is said to be illegal, as a result bhere follows a period of un-
certainty, dread, and terror culminating when the erased *.Tanston
discovers vhrtherea alone and tries to force her to go off with him.
3. ?ate works through accident and through ' isc AldeljrffG
Fate works through accident and through a cruel artful woman.
By a ccident Cytheroa meets Gprlngrove; due to a thunderstorm "anston
and she are thrown together; by a mistake ^anston fails to meet his
1
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wlfe at the station, and she is su^osedly burned, thus leaving
Mm free to marry again* Oytherea*s suffering is mostly caused by
the cruelty and contriving of - one who appears to he ho-? f?.\V;.Tj
but who Is continually working against her* This one, Miss Ald-
clyffe, forces her to merry I a Lisbon and so wrecks her life.
4a Oytherea partly responsible for her own fate
Cytherea is not at all times entirely a helpless creature
tossed about on the hands of iate$ unable bo carry out her own
.os • "hat she d oc s , she does after deliberate thou n:i.l of
her own desire* Everything is put in her way to marry Irnston,
hut she £033 into it herself and deliberately choses to sacrifice
herself for Owen; yet here again is Pate working through her ovm
character and causing her to sacrifice herself for her brother.
5* iffeet of fate upon cythorea
Cytherea is never violently in conflict with leatiny as many
of 'lardy* s other women are; she is quiet and patient, yet life
heaps upon her external troubles for which she is not directly
responsible . At the end of the novel she Is rendered a pitiful,
wro »ched creature who feels that to live longer is to suffer more
misery. She passively gives herself up to wretchedness and refuses
to marry Edward Sprlngrove, however, later she accepts him although
she remains s weak, aged .o- j. . ho feels that life holds little
happiness
•
D« -llzaboth-.Tane
la Characteristics
HL|jtab#tte«'Jane, the daughter or He •.-son and : ". .--v hard 1 a wife
,
Susan, is a pathetic victim of circumstance. *he suffers intensely
from the tins she is a young child and in the end gains happiness
only after the zest of life is gone. A frail, unselfish, sensitive
girl -Those passions are starved, she realizes that happiness is
1
of short duration » and that sorrow, suffering, and misery are
continually present, yet sne spends her life in helping others in
their distress.
2. '.or life a series of disappoint"ents and a^Llietlons
ffith over'vhelninf? rapidity she is converted from a state of
poverty and want to one of ">ealth, position, and happiness after
"cnchard remarries Susan, but this does not last long, iler mother
dies, her father forbids her to see Parfrae, the most popular
young man in the village who loves her. .lenchard also, having dis-
covered that 3he is not his child, makes life unbearable by criti-
cising her speech, and actions and even loathing her very presence
until he finally drives her from his house, and she goes to her
friend, Lucretta. ^oon Elizabeth-Jane finds that -lucretta is in
love with Donald 1 arfrae. The beauty of her character is best
shown in the way she faces this situation. Unself ishness and
sympathy being her strongest characteristics^ she does all in her
po;;or to promote the union, and finally Lucretta and Parfrae marry.
She lives with them, helping, corforbing, and nursing her friend
.
who soon dies, then she goes to cheer and care for Henchard now
in disgrace. Her real father turns up, but lenchard tells him
Elizabeth-Jane is dead, thus prevent inp the father from finding his
douphter for many years. She discovers what he has done and is
reunited with her real father and then marries Farfrae, but this
happiness is sa .donad by the fact that she has driven off anchard.
She and her husband po to search for him only to discover that he
has iled in loneliness and dl3palr.
3. TIer sufferinp caused by the injustice of man
lisab*tfr»Jane's sufferinp la caused by the injustice of man* en-
chard • r*e causes her early poverty; her unhaopineas after her mother
dies; her separation from Farfrae, and from her father 1 » Haw on;
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and her final sovr&W at having driven him away to. :ile alon .
4. Effect of conflict with * late
Pste develops this frail child rapidly into a woman v: ;occ life
is devoted to- others. Her suffering brings out the nobility of her
character and makes her unselfish and Tall of pity for others. I
the space of a few months she is changed from a carefree child to
a mature, worn woman, yet always the beauty of her nature is shown
in all her dealings with others.
E. Ethelberta Petherurn
1. Characteristics
The elaboration which Hardy has given to Vhelberta is some-
what monotonous, ^he and Sue Bridehead are the author's only
distinctly intellectual women* Ethelberta* s intellectuality i3
more predominant thanSuo 1 s and, therefore, alio is not so lovenolo or
so interesting because of her masculinity and strength. Nevertheless,
she must be admired for her strong resistance to destiny and her
courageous fight through overwhelming difficulties.
She has not Sue's passion, for through her own rigid schooling
of herself, all emotions are suppressed. At the very beginning of
the story she is in love with Christopher Julian but she is de-
termined not to let him know it. Then as soon as she realizes that
her sister Picotee loves him, Instead of becoming jealous, she
3tlfles her love and does all in her power to bring about a union
between the two.
ethelberta, like Sue, tries to arrange her destiny to suit
herself but is continually thwarted by circumstance, her rreat
desire la to advance her family and in her attempt to carry out
this plan, she becomes a bustling, managing, unscrupulous woman.
The is brilliant, popular, apb.ltious, and beautiful and adapts
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herself to the society in wh ich she is placed.
2. Causes of her tragedy are her character and external forces
Her tragedy or resistance to the controlling Force is caused
by her own character and external forces, many of which ore the
actions of others* Her ambition to advance hor family and to manage
everything herself causes her later humiliation and mortification.
Circumstance begins her tragedy, "or huu .1 -lloc v> o< , oftor
the marriage and 3he goes to live with her mother-in-law, a domi-
neering woman, Irne success and popularity of EthelbeT>ta» s volu o
of poetry proves an introduction for her into society which finally
becomes her ruin. Her mother-in-law, from whom she expected to
receive enough to provide amply for her family, dies leaving her
nothinr but a house. As a result, the family moves to London where
poverty necessitates their keeping a boarding house. Ethelberta
keeping her identity unknown still holds her place in so.ilcty, end
is pursued by many suitors who, thinking she is wealthy, seek ad-
vancement for themselves by a marriage. She tries to make the only
one who really loves her become interested in hor lister. Just as
she feels that her position in society is secured, a former maid of
her mother- in- law ! 3 discloses her identity, ethelberta then tells
all her friends at a social gathering who she really is, and her
drea™s are destroyed.
She finally consents to marry t'ountclere, a villaneous,
scheming, cruel, old man, partly to promote her plan of a union between
Plcote© and Christopher, and partly to help her far-iily. Accident
keeps the four people, who have discovered what kind of a character
Vountclere is, and who try to prevent the wedding, from getting there
on time, ethelberta soon finds out what a wretch she has married
and tries to leave him, but all her plnns of escope are frustrated
by L'ountclere himself. Only one of this heroine's ambitions is
realised— Christopher finally does marry Pi'^otee.
1
{hi is a much disillusioned person at the end of the story, and
although 3he realizes 3i e cannot escape the torture of life with
her loathsome husband, she makes the best of the -situation. She is
not weakened by her suffering and we find her not Subdued after the
various lashes of circumstance but still domineering and puling her
new home as master. Her nhead is bloody but unbowed." She is one
of the few women who come out of the struggle intrinsically un-
F. ^ue Bridehead
1. ;karacteristlcs
Sue ...-rldenead the heroine of Jude the Obscure is intellectual,
impulsive, courageous, resolute. She thinks as well as fee Is $ in
fact, thought governs all her actions and curbs her emotions, yet her
intellectuality does not save her from falling at the most critical
moment. . ile she reasons, her character Is too feminine for her
to endure the trial. Passion bulks 30 large in her as to render her,
although at times strong, one of the weakest of Hardy's heroines.
2. 'haract eristics which cause her suffering
A certain sexlessness is distinctive in her; she desires
marriage without physical sex union. ^>he can associate with men arid
live with them but she ha3 a horror of physical sex and rather than
endure her husband with her, she takes a chance of 'killing herself
and .lumps out of the windo.v. The irony of fate is that in tpit*
of this fastidiousness , she makes an appeal to men. It is this
which causes much of her misery and makes her fear the marriage
ceremony
»
There is a little inconsistency in her nature. She has no
conscience at the beginning but after living some time with Jude, she
says that her conscience urges her to repent. She then decides that
€
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she mast leave ,Tude and return to her husband, and it is nothing
to her, absorbed in a desire for penitence, that to leave .Tude is
to >;ive him over to misery, drunkenness, and damnation. This
return to her husband s3^o\vs another quality of her . nature--her in-
ability to press on in a chosen direction which is characteristic
of so many of [Tardy* s women
•
she is conscious of and acknowledges her own faults and weak-
nesses, ^he ne^er blames Phillotson but always herself for her
unhftpplnasa with him. She also shows courage in the way she forces
herself to do things and the way she keeps to herself all her misery
and distress.
3. vircumstcnce an important factor in her tragedy
Although her own character is partly responsible for her ruin,
Sue* 3 fato is greatly influenced by circumstance, ^he resolves
not to 3ee Jude, but his aunt dies and sho goes to the funeral
w ere she :neets her lover. The temptation is too great and her
willpower too weak, so she leaves Phillotson and roes to live -.-.ith
Jude. .'.ith him she does not have the physical abhorrence which she
had with her husband, but her life from then on 13 Inflicted with
a series of tragedies; poverty, business failures, «Tude T s illness
and many ot-iers, culminating during the visit to Christminster
when Father Time kills himself and his brothers and sisters. 'Hie
frequent visits of Arabella together with her desire to make amends
to the man she had so wronged convince Sue to return to her husband.
4. Sue illustrates Hardy's fchoory that character is Fate
None of Hardy's women, unless perhaps 'histacia* try 30 hard
to change what circumstance has ordained and the more she does it,
the more involved she becomes until finally she is overwhelmed and
wrecked, ~he is unhappy with her first husband 30 leaves him and
I
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cures that uhhappiness out circumstance aids many more. Then, being
sorry for having been unkind to her husband, she returns bo him
and ma: es matters worse by bringing misery upon herself and darn-
nation upon Jude. Her character causes nob only her otto suffering
but much of Jude's. She has no sympathy with his ld.or.ls and from
first knowing her, he begins to five up one after the other,
because she fears the marriage ceremony, Jude cannot hold a position,
here Is a selfishness in her going back to Phillotsoni she wants
to ease her Own sense of having done wrong and doo3 not 3eem to care
that Jude Is left to wretchedness. In the end, as a result of the
combination of circumstances , the pure, oeautiful soul of Sue .rido-
head, wasted by fear, sorrow, error, becomes a maniac thing*
G. iiathsheba ;verdone
Bathsheba Iverdene, the heroine of har from the '."addening prov/8
illustrates hardy 1 s theor:/- that woman cannot be independent. Pate
tares this 'onan and by certain external circumstances and her very
nature prevents her from succeeding in her chosen field thus in-
flicting disappointments and even cruel tortures upon her. nardy
shows thi3 woman so const! bubod by .ate that sh e •••a w-ot o T := .lo-
pendent • '
1. Characteristics
^he has a certain fondness for independence and a determination
to manage her large estate by herself; yet she Is dependent on
Gabriel Oak. Sho constantly rejects his advice and ovon dismisses
him for giving it, yet in times of distress, she always turns to him.
'.Vhen we first meet her there is a certain charm, freshness,
vigor, and originality about this woman, she is Oano, proud, in-
dependent, and strong, yet she is unfathomable. Lack of convention
,
feminine folly, and caprice are her greatest faults. "he runs after
Oak after ho has proposed to tell him that what her aunt had 3ald
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about her many lovers was not true; she sends the valentine with its
disasterous consequences; and she goes to market and does all the
duties which are considered men's, convention never makes her
shrink from doing anything she desires to do. At the opening of
the story she is superior in strength and Independence to Hardy's
other women bat later she stoops to flattery and jealousy. Due to
this and her caprice she becoiT.es more co^t onplace than Teas, ,lis-
tacia, and Sue.
She plays with her lovers but she is sobered and rendered dis-
creet by calamity in too brief a space of a few months. &he dis-»
nises "'3oldwood f s attentions which she herself has brought on by
sending him J:he valentine in a moment of thoughtlessness. She Is
attracted by the flattery, wit, and novelty of Troy and neither
her strength nor food judgment come3 to her assistance although
^an:/" warn her that he is not -orthy of her.
Bathsheba' s character turns on her ?narriage to "^roy. One .
source of her inadequacy to meet the situation and relect Troy is
the novelty of the occasion, ^er culpability lies in her making no
attempt to control her feelings by careful Inquiry into conse-
quences. She can show others what to do but she cannot guide
heps elf.
Bathsheba const a it 1;/ tortures the faithful Gabriel Oak and makes
ftls life on her farm wretched although usually she is unconscious
of the suffering she causes him. On the nlvht of the storm -hen
Oak goes out alone to save her propert;/, she realizes hi* devotion
to her interests. Kmld the violent storm "vhen the elements of nature
are In harmony with the turmoil and distress of the poor, dis-
allus toned soul, she becones conscious of the great mistake she
has made. There before her Is revealed Oak's great, unselfish
love. He Is the one who could have made her happy but 3ho has
iL
realised it too late.
2. Causes of tragedy
Hathsheba* s folly and caprice are causes of her tragedy yet as
these qualities arc part of the nature -iiich Fate has given her, she
is not responsible for t 1. em. She sends the vnlentine to oldwood
in a spirit of playfulness little thinking of :,he consequences.
The result of this is enormous. Boldwood, a confirmed old bachelor,
falls desperately and passionately in love with her and makes him-
self obnoxious by his persistent attentions. In her endeavor to
ma o amends for her act of folly, she promises to marry him in six
years. Then when Troy returns, in a fit of rage and jealousy nold-
trood shoota him and -rives himself up to the Cesterbrldge goal.
nc':s":cha' 3 oil;,* llsnstoroualy n.-.'feots o: hers.
Another internal cause of tragedy is her jealousy. It soems
strange that a woman of her calibre could have stooped to such a
weakness. It is her jealousy of Fanny that makes her hastily
marry Troy. Later hen he kisses Fanner in the coffin, Bathsheba,
driven almost frantic with lealousy, demands that he kiss her too.
Besides these internal causes of character, i*ate has provided
many external causes for .Oathsheba's miser:/ and suffering. The
personality of Troy himself and accidents of circumstance. Tro?/
appears to disturb Bathehehais peace. She marries him, and he
squanders much of her mono:/ gambling; he rives her men so mob to
drink that 'hey are unable to work during the great stormj he
becomes cruel to his wife; and he finally admits to her that he
loves Fanny better. Accidents also happen. They pa-js Fanny Robin
on the road, ehe dies and Bathsheba discovers that she had a child,
Troy is reported drowned but a?eaopears at 3oldwood's pnrty when he
is killed.
3. '3athsheba in end realizes happiness
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Bathsheba Is one of the few of Hardy 1 s women who in the end
realize hanpiness. Moat of the others are driven to death by the
blungeonings of Pate or are so shattered by misfortune that life
holds no more for them. Bathsheba suffers intensely. She has to
admit that she cannot manage her estate by herself; after her
marriage, she is humbled before her men; her helpers take to drinking
and prove worthless in the crisis; she is mortified and grieved to
discover that her husband is a worthless wretch with a heinous past;
he treats her cruelly; she Is tortured by the attentions of Bold-
wood; she Is responsible for the death of two people. An this com-
ing within a few months renders Bathsheba more discreet but it does
not crush her as It would have many of Hardy 1 s heroines. Because
of her determination and strength, although the struggle within is
great, she shows a calmness and poise that is surprising. In talk-
ing to Liddy about life she says, #"Don't you flinch, stand your
ground, and be cut to pieces. That's what I am going to do." And
that is what she does.
The last blow to her series of disappointments and tragedies
is the announcement of Gabriel Oak's leaving. Pate, working through
love, Intervenes. Bathsheba goes to his house to inquire the reason
for his departure, and her calm exterior breaks down before the
realization of her dependence on him and his devotion to her. They
become engaged, and thus the two souls which were meant for each
other from the beginning are united and happiness arises out of the
ashes of tragedy. .Ve leave her at the end of the story happy and
satisfied.
# Par from the Madding Crowd, page 284
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•ifride Swancourt
I. r-;aracterist ics
Ifride Swancourt la very different from "aria's other women*
She locks the strength of character of 'tefchshebs, Ethelberta, and
-mstacea or the personality or vess • Nevertheless , she is intensely
interesting in her childish innocence and impulsiveness, and charms
us as she charged the three men who found in her their soul's desire.
irouGtit up in a home with an indulgent, affectionate father, she has
her own way, yet she i3 not selfish. her pay, light-hearted dispo-
sition makes everything around her cheerful end bright. She is happy
and carefree at the ber-inninp , but life brings harshness upovi her
against which she is unable to Contend*
'he is ^ore hirhstrunfr than v,ost of Hardy's women and her emotion
lies near the surface* 3he sinks into the depths in her depression
but rises quickly again to the heights of mirth and joyfulness. She
is a creature of impulse, feminine, candid, attractive, quick, un-
conventional, yet frail, impatient, indecisive, and shallow* Still
the fact that three vorv different types of men found In her some-
thing to admire and to satisfy, shows the wideness of her appeal.
Two different sides of her nature are brought out by her two
lovers, Smith and Kni~ht. 1th Smith she is a Hfhthearted, joyous,
impulsive child, but with the more serious masterful nature of Knight,
sh e becomes a "lower vassal 11 • She is too affectionate and Idolizes
Mm too much. A si 1 "tit rebelliousness toward him would have been of
advnntaro to her.
2m "er tragedy due to her character, to ox' simol forces, and
to her father.
A. Characteristics which cause her unhaoolncss
The tragedy of Ifride's life is duo partly to her character
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which is the mould on which Fate works. she, like many of .lardy*
s
women, shows q lack of resolution, Her impulsiveness, indiscretion,
and reticence bring disaster and suffering upon herself.
In her childish enthusiasm over the novel attentions of Smith,
she accepts him readily and whole-heartedly, she refutes all the
oossible hindrances to their union which Smith suggest! and assures
him that she can never love another, ^ven when he is dismissed from
her father's house, her letters arc full of assurance that nothing
can come bctw en the^. She even roes as far as to attempt to elone
with him but her courage fails her at the first opposition. Taej
cannot be married that day because of some formality of the license,
therefore she Insists on returning home. fIer lack of resolution
brings upon her suffering in the form of ?s. ,Tothway's tortures,
her sense of rrullt and dishonesty in not having told her father, and
her mental torture after she falls in love with Knight*
er Impulsiveness and lack of discretion is the direct cause
of Knights finally leaving her. .hen Knight, thinking he is her
first lover, is kissing her, she says, "Ah, we must be carofull I
lost the other erring doing this."
She is also unable to face a situation with decision. Although
she has fully decided to marry Smith, she cannot bring herself to
it at the last moment. 3he knows she will be relieved if she tells
her father of her expectation but she lacks the CouraRe to do it.
-Ter reticence to Knifht about her past affairs prolongs her suffering
as well as hl3. If she had told him in the beginning, Knirht might
bave overlooked it, but his conceit will not let him. have her then.
>-e leaves her b cause his pride la greater than his love.
(I
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xternal forces which cause her misery
-.eternal forces also e.Lert the - selves for her misery. The
rroatest traced:/ is that Knight ever came on the scene. ;ith Sfftit&j
^Ifride would have been happy, but with the appearance of Knight life
tosses her to harsher things, and she :1s not brave enough to bear up.
he half crazed "rs. Jathway dogging her footsteps and appearing at
every crisis in her life, threatening her with all kinds of revenue,
is enough to terrify and torture one even stronger than iilfrlde.
er tragedv also lies in Knight* a character. He is too master-
ful and powerful, cold, and analytical to bo sympathetic with her.
. q too easily mistrusts her, and as their love increases, his dls-
loyalty grows* he is cruelly repaid for her loyalty to him.
Knieftt gets the letter from Jethway with -&lfride's enclosed. In
his fury, he does not lot her explain but tells her to marry the *
other man for she belonrs to him. 'vlfride follows him begging con-
sideration and forgiveness, but he is unyielding. Net; until he
later meets Smith in London is he enabled to realize how unjust and
unfair he ha3 been and then he, like Angel Clare, roes to her too
late, "'e suffers but not a3 the one he has so misjudged.
The insufficiency of her father to understand or sympathize
is another factor producing her misery, ./hen he could have helped
his poor bewildered daughter, he is too wrapped in Ms own affairs.
T7 e, like Tess 1 father, thinking position is what counts, marries a
wealthy old widow solely for her money, and they both try to marry
-'Ifride to a position of wealth. They invite Knip-ht to the house
and in every way try to bring the two together, ""evertheless, she
is lo?ral to Smith until Ti'nirht f s accident on the cliffs. Because
of her admiration of his bravery in face of death, she see^s to turn
to him. Then follows for her a period of baffling conflict deciding
Ic
between onith and Knight. For a tl v :e she tries to be loyal bo both
but la unable to uarry this out after Smith's arrival home. The
climax of this conflict is reached v/hen she falls to keep her appoint
meat with Smith. Later the meeting in the tomb puts her in a mor-
tifying 3'ltuatlon.
Coincidence and accident play as important a part in carrying
out the designs of ?ate as they do in any of Hardy's books, Tjjlfride
and Stephen sit on the tomb of her dead lover } her father names the
same day for his trip to Plymouth as Stephen has sot 101? the weddings
"lfride and Knight go to the tomb at the same time ^nibh is there;
.'night, "hen told bo choose a flower to heop M a remembranoi or
Tslfride, choses the myrtle which Smith wore; ilfride and Knight go
on the very rooks on which she and ^mith had been and find the lost
earring; then Knight recalls what ilfride had said when he first
kissed her and begin! to oecome suspicious. There is grim ghastly
humor in the coincidence of Knight and smith being on the same
train in milch is Hlfride's coffin.
The accident to John Smith causes ililfride's bubble of
happiness to burst. Through some error they cannot marry on the
appointed day. If this had not happened, -Ifride would have
married Smith and been happy. Knight falls off the cliff and
ilfride 1 s pity and admiration for his courage cause her to love
him. The tower falls and Knight, the only one near, iiscovers
"rs. Jethway's body and helps to carry her to her house where he
finds the letters she has started to htm. The irony of Fate is
that smith and Knight each think ilfride has died loyal to him and
discover she was the wife of Lord buzellean.
3. effect of Fate upon her
Circumstance and the coarce element of accident have over-
c(
powered her purpose, fragile and delicate a s she is. She, broken
hearted and saddened, is crushed by the sorrow and cruelty of life.
She marries fco help and care for the tv;o children who have always
been so fond of her, and though her life is short, she reives herself
whole-heartedly and devotedly to this mission of lav?, as we see by
f-.ho closing picture of her husband in her bomb.
I. mustacia Vye
1. Uiaracbsrist ics
Unhappy, egoistic, and selfish as she is there is grand-
eur, power, and strength in ustacia Vye, the lonely recluse on
the wastes of i?gdon Heath. A passionate, hung#rlm spirit, she is
like the heath on which she lives in her desolation, melancholy,
mildness, restlessness, and r-lory. Tills heath lends poorer and
^ivinity to her. Hardy says ^""^very bizarre effect that could
petult from the random intertwining of watering place glitter with
the grand solemnity of a heath was to be found in her." i^ere is
heroism in her nature enough to counteract the flaws of her char-
acter, she has many qualities that in other circumstances might
have been turned to rood. According to «'l3s f.'acdonnell" [Sustacla Vye(l)
has that compelling force to win sympathy from different temper-
aments that marks the woman made for tragedy. 3he 3.3 a rebel by
nature who would exhaust her passionate and extravagant nature and
live and die with a hungry heart . !f
Eustacla is the most emotional of "'lardy' s woman. Unlike Sue,
she Is incapable of thought, and, with emotion as her guide* it
is impossible for her not to 3 in. ^ensuousness i3 her dominant
: ractoristic. She has a oassionate desire for love. i!,?o ; >e lotfod
to madness"— such is her great desire. Love is the only thing v/ lch
•s-Return of the Native
Annie '.Tacdonnell, Thomas Hardy p. 103
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can drive away the "eatinp: loneliness of her da:^s." And she sees
to long for the abstraction colled passionate love noro than for
any particular lover. She believes ^estiny keeps love from her or
~akes it of short duration. As a result she snatches passion from
anywhere while it can be won. Her loneliness makes her desire it
rnore, and her frequent prayer is "Send me love from sok o?;;, else
I dle. !:
She has a rebellious nature although superficially she is timid.
A contrariness and non-conformity characterizes most of her actions.
She hates to do as others or be as others ond it is this attitude
which makes the ignorant villagers fear her and look upon her as a
wl';ch. oho dislikes Sundays en others res ^ and chooses that day
to overhaul her grandfather's cupboards, humming weekday songs.
On days of the week, instead of Sunday she reads her Bible. She
never attempts to make herself agreeable to people and for this*
reason when troubles come, the is alone in her suffering and agony
except for vildeve.
She is also wilful and determined to have all things her own
way. There is no possible way for her to meet ^lym so she takes
matters 1 ri her own hand and forces a mummer to lot her take his
place, Thus obtaining entrance to '-'lyra's home.
Although she is co plex there is a naive simplicity about her.
At times she is childish In her thoughts, actions, and sayings and
her inability to control her feelings. %a is small-minded, selfish,
and unsympathetic with her husband. : 7er anger when lie takes up
furze- cut ting is ludicrous. Instead of comforting and helping him
in his distress, she makes it harder for him. Jealousy looms large
in this creature of power, jealousy first for Phomasln then for "rs.
""oebrl ' >t •
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Sustacia Is pessimistic about life in general and particu-
larly about, a fate which ahe thinks la malicious and continually
working for her ruin. The slightest mis fortune she attributes to
this cruel pate which is consciously inve itlng devices against her.
von in her happiest momenta with Ciym this gloominess prevails.
"T know that we shall not love like this always," she tells him.
(fettling can Insure the continuance of love. Throughout all re-
lations with **lym, she has s forbodinr of what will happen. "The
un'moTO always fills my mind with horrible possibilities." She
blames some eollossl Prince of the 'orld who has framed hep situation
and ruled her lot instead of herself for *"rs. 7oebplght v a being
turned away.
2. The tFagedy of her Tate
"he causes of Sustacia's tragedy are her seclusion on
Kgdon Heath; her nature and °lyn f s ; their union, Which is fraught
With divergent airs; and external forces of numerous kinds, which
ar3 continually working against her. She is pathetic in hep lone-
liness and Inability to adopt herself to her anviponment . To her
seeking an outlet to her desires Egdon Heat'-i Is a prison, a cruel
task-master, and a bell. It suppresses and checks all the desires
and c hit :!ons of her passionate na fcure • »M1 "is my cross, my misery,
and 'twill be my death," she snys. *or a short time she is happy
in her relations with ildeve because he relieves the loneliness
and monotony of her existence. Her interest in him Is heightened
by the fact that she is taking him from Thomasin, then, when she
finds that Thomasin does not want him "ore, her desire for him
vanishes. At this oolnt YoebriTht returns fpom Paris and Fate
begins worklnr her ruin by letting her overhear the villagers
(L -
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couple their names together saylag that they were bom for each
o-*~her. In Clym Eustacia sees a capacity for all emotional things,
an escape from the heath, and an introduction to the whirl of
fashion. Although he tells her he will not return to Paris, aba
still clings to him secretly hoping to change his mind and the Tact
that he does not take her away is the clearest cause for the antag-
onism between hin and her.
The fact that she asserts herself against the impersonal force
of the T-orld is a great cause of tragedy. Actualities and her ro-
mantic Imaginings are continually in conflict, her Inability to
adapt herself to her environment is a flaw of her character for
which she can be only partially responsible because she cannot
change her nature. She is her own tragic destiny and makes her
world more miserable and herself wretched; and her own emotional
world at last causes her ruin. By exchanging place with a naimme*
she is first enabled oO see wlym, then 3he goes to church and con-
tinually puts herself in Clym'fl '.;a.v. After 'fne marriage because
of her ignorance of human nature and lack of sympathy and under-
standing, she quarrels v/ith I'.rs • "foebrlght although she is by no
Beans entirely at fault. Stubbornness, pride, fear, and timidity
keep hastacla from tcllimr ^lym the truth, and so, she turns him
irrevocably against her.
^lym can never understand or Influence Tustacla. ".h.:- t -pc, Tody
also lies in his nature. At one time when the rebellious spirit
of his wire lies crushed before him, he Is too prejudiced and lets
the opportunity for reconciliation pass forever, he is an idealist
to when worldly pleasures mean nothing, therefore, he can in no way
synpathi.se with his wife in her desires for gayet;/. All the hates
felt by 'Ustacia toward the heath are translated in Clym to loves.
He tries to keep olive three antagonistic growths, his mother's
c
trust In him, hi. a plan for* becoming a teacher, and Bustacla*
s
happiness, and he fails to accomplish all t^ree.
The marriage increases the tragedy* The irony of pate is that
her marriage with Clym which she hopes will he an esoape binds her
more closely to her despised heath* This rives rise to antagonisms
With °lym. Bottling so clearly brings out trie tragedy of Clym 1 s and
'ustacia* s union as the Interview between the two after Clyri has
heard from Johnny the story of his mother's being driven from his
^ouse* Tils previous tenderness and consideration disappear* His
mind Is unbalanced by his rage and grief and he la on the point of
murdering his wife but holds off, yet, like a madman, dashes down
her desk until he breaks It and secures the desired letters*
She on the other hand '3 calm, dignified, rnd collected thruout
his stoma* finally she says she Is not as guilty as he thinks and
then breaks down and tells what the marriage has meant to her* »*I
have lo.it all thru you but I have not complained* YOur blunders
and misfortunes have beer, a sorrow to you but a wrong to me* All per-
sons of refinement have been scared away from me since I sank into
the mire of marriage* Is this your cherishing— to put me Into a hut
like this and keep me like the wife of a hind? You deceived ma not
by words but by appearances which are less seen through than' words •
"
She Fen begs for mercy but ^lym distracted by remorse, anger, and
grief Is relentless and grants forgiveness too late*
Ixtemal forces in the form of accidents are also '.vorking
towards Boateela'a downfall* u 1 ym 1 3 arrival coincides with her
refusal of illdeve. The falling of the bucket in' o the well places
Clym and Eustacia together* Clym loses his eyesight. Sustacia
accidentally meets Mrs* foebright ( -ildeve happens to come on the
::-
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8ame night that .:rs. Yoobright pays her fateful visit and Clym
calls out "Bother* in his sleep so his wife thinks he has answer*
ed the door. On her way to meet Clym, Eustacia meets .ildeve
vmo tells her of his fortune and his Intended visit to Europe
•
Ers. Yoebrifht dies aid Clym becomes ill. captain Vye loss not
deliver Clym f s letter on time, otherwise Eustacia might never have
left her grandfather's house that night*
3. Effect of her conflict with Fate
As Eustacia layi , Destiny has been against her from the
beginning, and for her little sins she has suffered much. In the
end everyone and everything seems to oppose hor. ^he, a repentcnt,
lonely victim, goes out of her grandfathers house and passes the
place v.here Susan is burning a wax i'lmre in an attempt to bring
evil upon her. Death is by no means the heaviest blow; it is a
welcome release from a world that is too cruel to its children.
Long do hor sobs ring in our ears, and wo add her to the list of
Hardy9 a women v/ho get more than their share of misfortune, She,
although capable of much, has been injured, blighted, and crushed
by rate.
through "ju.-tacia iardy has again shown his view that character
is fate. These qualities of her nature which Fate has riven to
her and for which she i3, therefore, not responsible eventually
bring aboufc her destruction, ^he is a rebel from the beginning
and her conflict with destiny instead of rendering her patient,
subdued, and more beautiful in mind and snirit carries her away
from character enoblinr and renders her more rebellious, restless,
selfish, and dissatisfied.

J. Teas of the D* Urbervilles
1. characteristics
Few books are written with such intensity of fee liner ns
"Pess of the D 1 TTrbepvllles . 7ess, the best known of all Hardy*
a
women is the instrument through which Hardy expresses his point of
view a out life, his theories of pate and his attitude toward the
Immortals.
She is high strung, impressionable , sensitive, and emotional,
a id is generous and noble in her attitude to her rivals at the
farm, in her faith in °lare, ond i a her treatment of her own family*
She has a warm affection and hopes for happiness in a humble domestic
existence, yet far other is her life. .heing more silent, she feels
so much more, for it Is those wbo say little who feel much pad those
who seem to be indifferent who care so deeply. The fact that she
is so sensitive makes her suffering greater and enables j/ate to
work out lis plan more quickly on her.
Essentially a pure woman, stainless mentally and morally, still
her nature has an element of the flesh. She is very passionate.
Clare is the instrument by which is shown Teas 1 desperate, absorbing,
uncompromising passion. T e seams to be "made ;i , she flesh and blood,
yet his extraordinary magnetism is overdrawn to naike her passionate
love seem reasonable. She is the ardent seeker, still her feeling
for Clare is one of reverence amounting almost to worship.
Tess, like all Hardy 1 s women, has a sense of coming evil—a
feeling that happiness is transitory and that sorrow and suffering
are always expected, but, more than most of his women, she has a
fear 6f life; she realizes her inherent wealmess ond knows that she
is a mere puepet in the hands of Pate. She has a terror about life
which cannot be defined for she is conscious that she has no power
over herself but that she drifts onward against her will. :Tardy
u
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shows hap afraid, nevertheless, he la not a aowarfl j she accepts what
little happiness comes to her and is prepared for sorro ,r , injustice,
and suffering.
In spite of these many noble qualities, this heroine shows
weakness almost out of keeping with such grandeur of nature. She
is too shrinking and almost needlessly timid and this timidity Is
partly responsible for her ruin, -^ue to this quality and her love of
concealment, a characteristic which she has in common with ^lfrlde
and many of Hardy 1 s women, she has not the courare to tell Clare
about her relations with Alec, thus causing much of '.-.or . 01°.^: .
2. Her happiness of short duration
Tess is haopy for a short period at Talbothay's Dairy.
Rare she is physically and mentally suited to her surroundings and
she begins to fall in love with Clare, but this happiness id of
short duration* Her meeting with Alec D'Urberville is the beginning
of her distress and from than on misfortune, loss, anguish, and
tragedy dog her at ever?/" turn.
3. Causes of her traredy
a.
*
T er own nature
She is the pitiful victim of her own nature, circumstance,
environment, social conventions, and the injustice of man and of
fote.
She hopes modestly for the happiness in life which her instincts
seem to promise her and It is for these instincts implanted in her
that she is destroyed by anguish and crime. She is possessed of
physical attractiveness, affection, arid limitless emotions, and Fate,
which gave these to Tes3, makes much of her trouble result from them,
because of her beauty she fascinates Alec who does not care a jot
whether he is harming her or not; in fact, after his experience with
a her, he sits down "astride on a chair reflecting with a pleased gleam
in his face". Then he exclaims with a loud laugh, "Wall, I«m damned
I
i
hat a funny thing 1 Ha-ha-ha! Ahd what a crumby girl I"
Tess is also largely a victim of her own stupidity and timidity, yet,
again these very qualities are part of her nature, therefore, beyond
her control. She has not the courage to tell Clare about her rela-
tions with Alec.
b. Circumstance
Circumstance is another factor working against Tess. In
the first place she, a beautiful gi*l* is placed in a community where
she is not well protected, again because of poverty she is twice
forced to accept Ale^s offer of help. Accident is another power
against her. Prince the horse is killed; so Tess first meets Alec; the
letter she writes to Clare explaining her past goes under the carpet
and is not received by him, and because of this results the terrible
scone of the revelation on the wedding night; she overhears a conver-
sation concerning Angel which prevents her from approaching his
parents; her father dies at the critical moment forcing Tess to
return to Alec; Angel turns up too late, so Tess kills the man who
seduced her. Social conventions also cause Tess much distress and
anguish. Her baby is refused Christian burial, '-'lare, a prudish
slave to convention, decides he must leave his wife after learning
of her past; and worst of all she receives the conventional punish-
ment for her crime. The whole book is Hardy 1 s bitter protest against
a cruel society and an unyielding convention.
c. The injustice of men
Tie injustice of two men, Alec and Clare, is responsible for
the bitterest anguish. Vicious Alec, indifferent to her suffering
and her lack of love for him, seduces Tess. After many years he
supposedly converted by Clare's father meets Tess, follows her, and
* n8ss or the D'Urbervllles '
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insists on renewing their acquaintance despite her remonstrance; and,
finally, through passion for her o-ives up his new found religion, and
comes to the relief of her poverty-stricken family, and in the end
forces her to live with him until she in desperation stabs him. The
injustice of Alec causes tragedy which can be borne, but the injustice
of °lare turns the tragic into unendurable agony. Tess 1 greatest
suffering is her disallusionment about this weak, conventionally
?ood, fastidious, insincere youth who is *"pretentiously broad-
minded and essentially mean? Although his past sins are readily for-
given by Tess, he is unreasonable and inhumanly cruel in his condem-
nation of her lesser ones* Too late he finds that his love for Tess
has come back. "I do love you, Tess. I do —it is all come back."
Too late, for Tess is a murderess. There are no more pathetic yet
beautifully written lines in Hardy* s novels than the last dreadful
dialogue between the two lovers.
"'What is it, ^ngel?' she said starting up. 'Have they come
for me?'
"'Yes, dearest', he said; 'they have come.'
"'It is as it should be,' she murmured. Angei, I am almost
glad
—
yes, gladt This happiness could not have lasted. It was too
much. I have had enough; and now I shall not live for you to despise
me I
'
"She stood up, shook herself, and went forward, neither of the
men having moved.
"'I an ready,' she said, quietly'.'
d. Injustice of Pate
Over all this hangs the injustice of Pate, President of the
Immortals. In this book Hardy's theory of the Immortals and the irony
of Fate finds its most horrible expression. Fate constantly throws
*Lascelles Abercromble, Tnomas Hardy, p. 107
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Alec D*Ur ">erville in Tess T path, drives ulare by an irresistable
urge to Teas and places him under her spell, then finally,when he has
ended his 3port, still shaking with cynical laughter tosses Tess
to criminal infamy. The power behind the world is merely a kind of
force treating the world as a joke and bullying mortals. The girl
who wanted a quiet unmolested domestic life is driven by this external
force into anguish and crime. That is the irony of Fate. !Jr.
Duffin says » nTo be crushed to death by grief is nothing—but? for a
pure woman to be crushed into impurity—there is the soul»s tragedy
that has no equal in horror." The idea that Tess* sunless griefs
are but jests of the Immortals stings her creator into 3ombre re-
sentment. Tess herself would not make such a draft on our affections
were it not for her tragic destiny. It is not so much for her char-
acter as for the fact that such a character should be so cruelly
treated we love her.
4. Tess' opposition to Fate enobles her character
Tess 1 opposition to the powers of the world is very differ-
ent from Eustacia's. ^he is brave but static; her prime desire is to
be allowed to exist in her own pure nature and as soon as she finds
the world got the better of her, she takes such vengeance on the
world a3 will make her own destruction inevitable. She never es-
capes from the conflict with destiny yet by this conflict her char-
acter is enobled, beautified and rendered more patient, sympathetic.
She like Sustacia is a victim of environment and is destroyed by it.
In spite of the injustice, the tragedy, and the horror of the
story, the impression left upon the reader is not one of depression
and hopelessness. Rather we are moved by the beauty and grandeur of
Tess' character, as revealed in her heroism, in her wrestlings with
circumstance, and in her uncomplaining endurance of suffering and
*C. in Duffing Thomas Hardy, a study or the ,/essex ^ovels
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injustice
.
Mr* Abercrombie says, "What the story does for Teas is to accept
her with all the perfect sympathy and understanding of love. A
charity that is infinitely larger than forgiveness accompanies her,
loving her weakness as well as her strength, exquisitely understanding
how her beautiful nature is forced by agony into crime."
K. Summary of effect of Fate on Hardy's women
This study of Hardy's heroines shows how Fate deals with them and
how they are affected by the struggle with life. A few, like Bath-
sheba, come out of the conflict little changed; in the end she is
happy and satisfied; Sthelberta is intrinsically unchanged in character
although she is unhappy; Eustacia, also unchanged in character, is
ever the same in her revolt against Fate, is killed in an attempt
to escape from her environment. Cytherea and Elizabeth- Jane realize
good fortune in the end, but not until their zest, interest, and
youth have departed. Mrs. Aldclyffe, Sue Bridehead, and Elfride are
overwhelmed by dispair, anguish, and sorrow. Mrs. Aldclyffe* s domi-
neering spirit is subdued by her struggle against destiny and she dies
bitterly bemoaning the wrong she has done; Sue upon whom Fate has
hurled trials, losses, and griefs without number is finally rendered
a pitiful, maniac creature; Elfride, crushed by cruelties and injus-
tices, spends her last few years in a mission of service but is soon
destroyed and dies brokenhearted, some women are enobled by the
tragedies of Life. Marty at the close of the story is still sad and
Jfc lonely but she has a more beautiful, calm spirit; Tess who suffers
the most and is ruined by many cruelties of gods and men leaves a
lasting Impression of calm acquiescence, dignity, and heroism.
¥~La3celles Abercromb ie , Thomas "Hardy, p. 102
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A study of the destinies of a few men will be enough to show
that, with the exception of Jude, no men suffer as Hardy's women do.
Some cause much suffering and misery, yet seem to reap no urihappiness
as a punishment. This is because Hardy is showing them in an ex-
aggerated prospective to bring out by contrast the extreme suffering
of his women.
V. Fate and Hardy's men
A. Gabriel Oak 4
In Far From the Madding @rowd in contrast to the restless ,proud,
selfish character of Bathsheba stands the stolid, humble, devoted
Gabriel Oak. His defects are apparent and his "virtues as metals in
a mine"-* Rough, simple, and uneducated, he has always lived close to
nature among scenes of grandeur and has absorbed the purist and most
elevating of external influences. As a result, he has acquired some
of its beauty, dignity, patience, and calmness. He, capable of a
better position in life, gives up his career to help to his utmost
the frirl whom he loves desperately but who has rejected him.
The greatest suffering of his life is self-inflicted. It is
torture for him to stay as manager to Bathsheba* s estate but it would
be ruin to her if he left. In no other character has Hardy given
such a picture of devotion, unselfish and elevated, unless in Diggory
Venn, the reddleman, in The Return of the Native . Oak like Venn urges
a man to marry the girl he desires because he realizes it will be
for her happiness.
Oak suffers intensely yet patiently and finds consolation from
the disappointments of life in increased interest and enthusiasm in
his -ork.
B. His suffering
As in the case of Te3s. Elfride, and Cytherea Gray, such a man
* Far from the Madding ^rowd
—
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though undeserving of such fate, endures countless hardships, dis-
appointments, and sorrows. He starts farming with a hundred sheep
which are not paid for and is very successful for a time. He pro-
poses to Bathsheba but is refused. Then disaster immediately follows
disappointment; all his sheep are killed; later he gets work on Bath-
sheba^ farm. Just as his mistress is beginning to appreciate and
admire him, she is snatched away by Boldwood. Oak sees Bathsheba in
danger, gives her advice, and is dismissed. However, he is soon urged
to return and his distress over Bathsheba' s preferring Boldwood to
him is increased when a scandalous rake appears and immediately wins
Bathsheba 1 s affection. Gabriel tries to intervene but without
success and sees his beloved mistress marry Troy and become most un-
happy. One night while all the farm hands are lying in a drunken
sleep, for they begin drinking after Troy becomes master, he alone
goes forth in the storm to rescue Bath3heba f s property. Then he ex-
periences his most tragic disappointment. Bathsheba meets him in the
field and admits that now she realizes he is the one who really loves
her. The poor distressed man decides to leave Bathsheba' s farm for
he cannot endure to look on and realize she belongs to another. He
is old and broken by sorrows but the sweetness and strength of his
character prevent him from becoming bitter. Then instead of heaping
more trouble upon Gabriel, as in the case of Tess, Pate see^.s to take
pity on him and bv a seemingly impossible turn of circumstance brings
it about that he marries 3athsheba.
B. Jud i Fawley
1. °haracteristics
Jade is an idealist who can never see the actualities. No
matter what discouragements hinder him, he is continually working
toward his goal fully expecting to achieve it. He is most impracti-
cal, and is unable even to understand or sympathize with Sue much as
he loves her. Sue expresses his character when she says, "You are
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Joseph, the dreamer of dreams and a tragic Don Quixote and sometimes
you are St. Stephen, who, while they were stoning hira, could see
heaven opened."* He suffers more than any of Hardy 1 s men.
2. Hi3 tragic fate
Jude brings upon himself much of his suffering. His wife also
adds to his tragedy. There are other forces and laws than these also
working toward his ruin. His first great misfortune is that he is
tricked into a marriage with the sensuous Arabella, so different in
nature from him that they in no way understand each other. Then his
beloved Sue marries Phillotson. His -great love for Sue forces him
to go to see her although he knows It is wrong and he is sinning
against his Ideals and convictions, but the human In him becomes
more powerful than the Divine • v.ith that, his doctrines and he be-
gin to part company. Then in his passion for Sue he burns his theo-
logical and ethical books, so he may "stand as an ordinary sinner
and not as a whited sepulchre. •# Although he has given up all for
her, 3he does not make such a sacrifice for him. They live together
unmarried on account of Sue's foolish aversion to the marriage ceremony.
Gossip follows them wherever they go, and he is unable to secure
work. The tragedy of their lives reaches its height with the visit
to Christmlnster when the two worn, pathetic victims of circumstance
with their children wander about the streets looking for lodgings
and are told that there is no place for people with children. The
irony of Fate is bitterest here. Jude, sick, discouraged, back in
the city where in youth he felt his dreams would be realized, con-
trasts his Ideals with the present actualities. Father Tl^e, whose
little heart shares all the tragedy of their two lives, attempts to
help his parents and causes the worst tragedy of all. Arabella
returns and visits them frequently. Sue seemingly thinking little
#~Tude H£he~~0b~scure— page ;
imp Jude the Obscure--page
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of the suffering it will cause Jude, but thinking only of clearing
her own conscience again, goes back to her physical hell with phill-
ostson; Jude is thereby left to suffering, degredatlon, and damna-
tion with Arabella.
In no book of Hardy 1 s is there such unmitigated horror and hope-
less tragedy unrelieved by any ray of hope as in Jude the Obscure .
Tv e suffering falls equally upon the hero and heroine. Hers as well
as his is a tragedy of unrealized aims. Circumstances and innate
character are equally responsible for wrecking their lives. They are
both temperamental, both violently in love with each other, both in-
different to conventions, both impulsive, emotional, and weak. Jude
is an easy pray and continually snared and he sets many snares for
himself. He suffers most of all Hardy's men but is the only man who
suffers as much as Tess, 3thelberta, Sue, Marty, and Eustacea.
C. Troy, ?itzpiers, and Wildeve
Troy in Far from the Madding l>rowd
,
^itzpiers in The ^oodlanders
,
and Wildeve in The Return of the Native are somewhat similar in that
they are all dashing, brilliant, young men v/ho rather easily get what
they want in life, cause a great deal of suffering and misfortune to
others, and yet escape with much less punishment than they deserve.
The woman with whom each is concerned is much less deserving of ruin
and punishment but suffers more than her share.
Troy, the theatrical, impertinent, brilliant younfr soldier who
has the power of winning the admiration of women by his flattery and
brilliancy of speech is light-hearted, easy going. He is vulnerable
only in the present, never considers the past or future. His Idea in
dealing with women is that the only alternative to flattering them is
cursing and swearing. He ruins one girl's life and causes her death*
then marriea another and brings upon her misery and failure. He re-
(
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ceives no punishment for his wrong doings. During his lifetime he i3
free to continue unhampered in his great duty of enjoying himself. In
the end he is shot by an enemy but not until he has had years of free-
dom to do all the mischief he pleases.
pate in Hardy* s novels seems to be unfair for, if not, the Immor-
tals would let Troy live to suffer the results of his wrong doing3.
Yet we must remember that the author is using women alone to illus-
trate his theories of life, and men serve only for the sake of con-
tract to bring out the suffering of the heroines.
2. Pitzpiers
Pitzpiers, the brilliant young surgeon wins Grace Nelbury away
from Giles ivinterborne to whom she rightfully belongs and marries
her. Goon after the wedding he becomes infatuated by a superannuated,
capricious, coquette, Mrs. Charmond, who is trying to rejuvenate a
girlhood's romance and, as a result, brings misery and degredation upon
his charming young wife. He, like many other men in Hardy's novels,
escapes without any punishment except that due to a fall from his
horse, he suffers slight physical discomfofrt. In the end, after he
has discovered how shallow this old woman is, she is shot by a former
lover and Pitzpiers is free to go back and win his wife and live
happily with her.
3* .vlldeve
Wildeve, a young, selfish, lncons ideirate husband, proves un-
faithful to his wife but loyal to I?ustacea with whom he is infatuated.
He is cruel to his wife and leaves her destitute. After Eustacea is
married to Clym, Wildeve breaks up their union by continued attendance
on Sustacea. Indirectly, because of his attentions, Clym 1 s mother is
broken-hearted and dies. Yet he is allowed to live on unpunished,
flourishing in his sins of disloyalty, until finally, trying to es-
cape "fith Sustacea to the continent, he aecidentaly falls in a pond
i
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and is drowned • Again early death is the only punishment hereceivos
for the misery he has caused while v/omen live on and suffer untold
t orturs
•
D. Clym Yoebripht
1. Unable to realize his aims
Like Grace Melbury, Clym Yoebripht returns home from life in the
city. He is a disallusioned man of the world who comes back for peace,
but he doe3 not find it. His life is wrecked by an unselfish and in-
evitable? devotion to what was alien to him. He falls in love with
Kustacea, as a result of ^hich he opens a breach between himself and
his mother which continually widens and finally results in her death,
and his agonizing remorse. The desire of his life is to become a
teacher but that purpose is frustrated by his wife and by his threat-
ened blindness* He is disillusioned about Eustacea. She does not love
him as she did when he thought he would take her back to Paris, and she
is directly responsible for his mother's death* In his blind rage and
anguish he quarrels with her, and she leaves* He writes her to return
but the letter which might have soved her life is not delivered on
time, and so she dies and Clym feels responsible for her death* His
life like that of many of Hardy's heroines is wrecked by disappoint-
ments, bitterness, anguish, and sorrow* As he stands with Diggory Venn
looking at the body of Eustacea, a wrecked soul, he says out of the
anguish of his heart, "She is the second woman I have killed this
yesr. I cannot die. Those who ought to have lived lie dead, and
here am I* I am getting used to the horror of my existence* They
say a time comes when men laugh at misery through long acquaintance
with it."* His suffering is almost as groat as that of Hardy's
women. Clym and Jude and Henchard, bear the greatest tragedies. In
» Ketum of the Native—page 340 1
(
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the case of JU&e and Henchard their misery comes as a direct result
of some failings of their nature or some of their actions, but Clym,
like Hardy's women, has done nothing to deserve such torture.
13. Michael Henchard
1. Character is his fate
Michael Henchard the hero of The Mayor of Casterbrldge is the
most magnificent of Hardy's men for grandeur of nature. He suffers
intensely. Much of his suffering is a result of his own wrong; doing.
In his case character is his Fate.
A vehement, gloomy, ambitious, shrewd, kindly, affectionate
man with a hot temper and a streak of ,1ealousy in his nature, he is
changed in the course of twenty years Into a lonely, destitute creature.
His hot temper is the direct cause of most of his suffering although
Chance is against him in the end. His drunkenness accounts for his
first selling his wife. Then under a long roign of self-control, he
becomes mayor and most respected citizen of ^asterbridge. However,
the "Same unruly volcanic stuff" continually lies beneath the surface.
The tragedy is that his temper is part of his nature and he cannot
entirely help it. He does control it well while he rules in Caster-
a
bridge but when his fortunes turn against him, he is/weaker victim of
dire jealousy and is unable to master it. It is through this weak-
ness that the powers of the world get a chance to work towards his
fruin. As soon as he recovers from his drunkenness and realizes that
he has sold his wife, he does all in his power to find her again but
is unsuccessful. He makes a vow not to touch liquor for twenty years.
This he keeps, and life is happy and prosperous. He takes a great
liking to a stranger, Farfrae, and hires him, but as Farfrae rises
in power and respect Henchard falls. Farfrae through his ambition,
general nature, and skill becomes more popular with the people than
Henchard, then when he is dismissed, he sets wp rival business and
<<
is more successful.
2. His later life a series of calamities
Calamities quickly succeed each other. Henchard discovers that
his beloved daughter belongs to News on to whom his wife was sold.
Lucetta, the woman who had nursed him after he lost Susan and whom
he had promised to marry, turns up. Henchard' s old love for her
revives, but she loves ^'arfrae better and marries him. Then a woman
brought to court for disorderly conduct tells before all assembled
the story of Henchard* s having sold his wife. He loses his position
as mayor and the respect of the people, ^e has business failures
and bankruptcy and is forced to work for ^arfrae. He takes to drink-
ing, tfe is deprived of all but Elizabeth- Jane who goes to live with
him and comfort him. Just then, News on, her father, turns up. Tlen-
chard finally leaves town. He returns for one more visit to his be-
loved Elizabeth- Jane but 3he is angry at him for the way he deceived
her father so he promises never to return. i*is previous acts of
kind iess while he was prosperous return to him now. Whipple, whose
mother Henchard had helped, goe3 with him to a humble cottage away
from all his old associates. Elizabeth- Jane and Farfrae discover him
but not until after he is dead.
.3. His stoic endurance of suffering
Although he deserves his lot, there is something pathetic in
the fall of that worthy, respected citizen to the position of a
destitute, lonely outcast. . The will that he wrote in his dying an-
guish is a "piece of the same stuff that his whole life. was made of."
He calmly and stolidly accepts hi3 Fate without grumbling and wants
no tenderness shown at the last. Such is the acceptance which all
Hardy's characters show. We pity him but we do not feel that all'
suffering is cast upon him, an undeserving victim. He, in his suffer-
ing, only reaps the rewards of his previous actions.
<I
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Henchard suffers because of what he has done to others and he
receives no more torture and humiliation than he has caused, ^lym,
like Tess, is driven to distruction by the overwhelming forces of
the Universe, but he la not tossed to infamy, and, furthermore, he
is partly responsible for his fate while Tess is not. He fails to
sympathize with his wife and when she begs for mercy, he is too cruel
and bitter to forgive. Gabriel Oak, who spends his life for others,
has his share of disappointments, but they are of short duration, and,
in the end, he reaps happiness. Troy, ivildeve, and Fitzpiers do not
endure such hard lots as Hardy* s women yet no woman ever does so much
harm or causes so much distress as they do. Troy and Wildeve meet
an early death but they live too long unhampered in their search for
pleasure. Fitzpiers, who wrecks his wife with grief, bitterness, and
brings worry and distress to her family, finally repents and is wel-
comed home.
VI. Conclusion
After a study of Hardy 1 s novels we see that women play a far more
important part than men; they are subjects of special calamity because
through them Hardy expresses his theories of life. They all suffer in-
tensely because of the injustice of circumstance, man, and Fate; most
are crushed and perish utterly by their experiences of life; some though
driven to death are enobled in character; others in their constant revolt
against destiny are carried away from character enobling. A very few men
suffer as the women; most escape unpunished for the harm and suffering
they have done because the author is not interested in them as a means of
expressing his ideas but U3es them only to throw his heroines into a clear
er prospective.
Hardy has a high estimate of women, yet he shows her folly because
through his understanding of her, he realizes how far she falls short
of her possibilities. He does not idealize or flatter women but tries
to free them from conventions that harm. He causes
1(
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us to reconstruct our moral code for he sets up question*? of moral
judgment and urges us to put away narrow prejudices by showing what
suffering they can cause, as in the case of Tess or Sue. He gives
us new points of view. We, after a consideration of his novels,
begin to question some of our institutions. He suggests the injustice
of making a permanent bond of marriage as a penalty for a passing
desire. He also suggests greater freedom of divorce, and makes us
question the use of laws if they make one miserable when he is comitting
no sin. Above all he causes us to judge evil and good not by external
appearance bu-t by its fundamental nature. Sometimes what appears
wrong will be right if we consider with sympathy and go below the
surface. The result is tolerance.
Human emotions and passions are Hardy 1 s constant study. Through
the portrayal of passionate love, the gods exhibit their power over
mankind, in fact, this emotion underlies nil the tragedies. He never
condemns passion but rather justifies it as he does all other natural
impulses until it is proved by reason, not convention, cruel or wrong.
He believes there are uses for every natural force and claims greater
freedom for human nature.
ost tragic novels present problems of will and destiny. The
human will believing itself free is ceaselessly thwarted by external
forces. That is the irong of life. The power behind the universe is
a
merely a kind of force treating the world as/joke for its crude sport.
Humans are weak, vacillating creatures blown hither and thither.
Hardy's outlook on life is gloomy. To all, misery comes sooner
or later. Life is unfair for it is pla ned by an arbitrary power which
is indifferent to human suffering. Pew come out of life's griefs.
The greatest pathos is that all this usually comes upon humans, women
particularly, through no fault of their own. Pate drives them to
their doom. Pate using their characters as a mould upon which to
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work causes their downfall as in the case of Eustacea, Sue, and others;
again Pate works through circumstance, environment, accident as with
T*arty and Ethelberta; taut most frequently Pate causes tragic happen-
ings which come through man's inhumanity to man. Greed, tarutality,
and the selfishness of others breaks the lives of Cytherea, Bathsheba,
Elizabeth- Jane , and Tess*
There is nothing constrictive in Hardy* s philosophy; he makes no
attempt to suggest a way out; his characters are steeped in sorrow and
their world is always dark* Humans will be defeated in the end, yet
they struggle on and the novelist makes us feel that the struggle is
not futile, for it enobles the character. He shOT/s us the beauty of
tragedy because it brings out the glory and worth of the human soul;
and by showing the beauty of life he takes away the curse of suffer-
ing. He portrays the grandeur underlying the sorriest things . We are
purged by pity to sympathize with others and share their griefs. vO
realize that the characters are greater than all the forces of tragedy
which drive them to destruction.
An acquaintance with the dooms of Hardy 1 s women prepare us to
face the ironies of life and to be ready for whatever comes, 3-t
tends to rob us of false joy. If we follow the example of his her-
oines we do not stop striving, nevertheless, we are prepared to see
our labors come to nothing; yet we accept what comes without com-
plaining.
I
BUMUAJft
Ab women rather than men illustrate Hardy's theories of fate,
they play a more important part in the novelanand are portrayed with
special vividness, power, and comprehension. Although they all have
characteristics in common, the novelist skilfully differentiates them.
These women, often in revolt against destiny, are helpless creatures
in a world ruled by a blind, indifferent force which drives them to
their doom, External conditions in the form of coincidence, and
chance happenings often cause their downfall.
Hardy gives a pessimistic view of life because he is preoccupied
with the greyer issues. The desirable never happens; the undesirable
always. He sees no consolation for the ills of mankind nor does he
give any suggestion of a happier future state. The only ray of hope
is seen in the nobility of human nature. The novelist has a pagan
view of nature and emphasizes its grandeur and power. It is more than
a mere background for man's actions, a tremendous force influencing and
shaping human beings. Again it is a fellow sufferer with man.
The minor vomen irn Hardy's novels are often the means of throwing
into prominence more important figures in the story. The heroines of
the novels are the means of developing Hardy's theories of fate, Marty
South, the grandest of the simple women, keeps throughout her privations
and disappointments her calm sweet spirit. Mrs, Oldclyffe illustrates
the futility of human effort against the strong, sweeping force of
destiny. Cytiierea Gray is from her earliest years tormentec? by fate,
and although she is never violently in conflict with destiny, defeat,
humiliation, and grief overtake and overwhelm her. Elizabeth-Jane'
I
life is a series of disappointments and afflictions intensified by the
fact that she has been infinitely happy. Fate, instead of embittering

2her, renders her more patient, calm and sympathetic, Ethelberta, one of
Hardy's two intellectual women, is outstanding for her masculinety and
strength and for the way she triumphs over obstacles which would have
crushed many a weaker woman. At the end of the story, she rises out
of her degradation and suffering still masterful and strong, Emotion
and passion "bulk so hard in Sue Bridehead, Hardy's other intellectual
woman as to make her a week woman, Uoone suffers any more than she does
and her griefs and losses render her a maniac creature. Bathsheba
illustrates Hardy's theory that woman cannot be independent. She strives
?gainst overwhelming difficulties and yet her follies and external cir-
cumstances are against her. She, unlike most of the woman, realises
happeness in the end although not the kind for which she strova and
she is also rendered more discreet. Klfride Uwancourt is hig: strung
and sensitive. S3he is destroyed by Fate working through her own
character external forces, two suitors, r.nd her father. Eustacia Vye,
the lonely recluse on Egdon Heath, is her own tragic destiny in her
inability to adapt herself to her environment. Her soul in its con-
flict with fate is little changed or enabled, and she dies as she has
lived, a rebel. Tess is the pitiful victim of her own nature, cir-
cumstnnce, environment, social conventions, and the injustice of men
and fate. Attractive and possessed of affection and limitless emotionB,
she is driven by r cruel destiny to the death of a murderess, yet there
is no bitterness in her nature but a calm, sweet resignation to the fate
decreed for her.
A glimpse at a few of Hardy's men will show that in most cases
men do not suffer as women in spite of the f act that they nre the cause
of unlieppiness and misery to others, they escape because the novelist
is not interested in them for they are not the means of developing his

theories. They are often placed in an exaggerated prospective to bring
out, "by contrast, the distress of the women.
Hardy causes us to reconstruct our moral code, to put away narrow
prejudices, and to judge evil and good not by external appearance but
by their fundamental nature. HiB novels present problems of will and ies
tiny, in which life is gloomy. There is nothing constructive in his
philosophy; humans will be defeated in the end, yet he urges them to
struggle on for by doing do they develop the beauty, worth, and jlory of
their souls.
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